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The important point to remember is that the plan of governmental control as laid down in 
England was never in accord with the actual situation in America; that the Privy Council, the 
Secretary of State, and the Board of Trade seem not to have realized that their system of colonial 
administration was breaking down at every point. Their minds ran in a fixed groove and they 
could construe the instances of colonial disobedience and aggression, which they often noted, in 
no other terms than those of persistent dereliction of duty. Either they did not see or else refused 
to see the wide divergence that was taking place between colonial administration as they planned 
it and colonial administration as the colonists were working it out. . . . They interpreted the 
attitude of the colonists as something radical and revolutionary, menacing British prosperity, 
British political integrity, and the British scheme of colonial government. 

Primarily, the American Revolution was a political and constitutional movement and only 
secondarily one that was either financial, commercial, or social. At bottom the fundamental issue 
was the political independence of the colonies, and in the last analysis the conflict lay between 
the British Parliament and the colonial assemblies, each of which was probably, more sensitive, 
self-conscious, and self-important than the voting population that it represented. For many years 
these assemblies had fought the prerogative successfully and would have continued to do so, 
eventually reducing it to a minimum, as the later self-governing dominions have done; but in the 
end it was Parliament, whose powers they disputed, that became the great antagonist. . . . 

The revolt of the colonies from Great Britain began long before the battles of Moore's Creek 
Bridge and Lexington; before the time of James Otis and the writs of assistance; before the 
dispute over the appointment of judges in North Carolina and New York; before the eloquence of 
Patrick Henry was first heard in the land; and even before the quarrel in Virginia over the 
Dinwiddie pistole fee. These were but the outward and visible signs of an inward and factual 
divergence. The separation from the mother country began just as soon as the mercantile system 
of commercial control, the governmental system of administration, and the whole doctrine of the 
inferior status of a colonial assembly began to give way before the pressure exerted and the 
disruptive power exercised by these young and growing colonial communities. New soil had 
produced new wants, new desires, new points of view, and the colonists were demanding the 
right to live their own lives in their own way. . . . 

. . . The colonies had developed a constitutional organization equally complete with Britain's 
own and one that in principle was far in advance of the British system, and they were qualified to 
co-operate with the mother country on terms similar to those of a brotherhood of free nations. . . . 
But England was unable to see this fact or unwilling to recognize it, and consequently America 
became the scene of a political unrest, which might have been controlled by compromise, but 
was turned to revolt by coercion. 

 



[From Charles M. Andrews, "The American Revolution: An Interpretation," American Historical 
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